Auctionlist

Closing Date Sunday 11th. October 2020 !

Foreword
Hello Recordcollectors,
what’s in the title this year? Of course, Corona-compliant offer of shellac Records! Not surprisingly, we have been collecting shellac
Records for more than three generations on such lists as this one. So we have routine and are not too surprised. The graphic is an
advertising art of the company Wübben from Berlin, which produced the albums and was one of the leading suppliers. You can always
find interesting old graphics. Records anyway. You could say there’s the right record for every situation. I like it.
In any case, I hope to be able to present an interesting selection of acoustic testimonials to the inclined audience (the experts). Also on
behalf of the four colleagues who contributed records to this list.
Annother colleague wants to give away his approximately 4,000 records comprehensive classical collection, all song and opera, only
completely. If you are interested, please feel free to contact me.
Basically, there are no records in this list that do not provide an acceptable listening experience! I mention that, because this time again
plentiful records are in supposedly bad condition. But it is very often that they are still playing well! Sometimes even better than top
preserved specimens. It is then usually "spielt gut = plays well"! These are often plates from a collector's hand and our predecessors can
be trusted in my experience. , ,
Otherwise, I am pleased about additions of all kinds, which I then like to maintain in my database.
Records can fit in different Categories or collection areas! It is therefore recommended in all categories, at least across to read!
The pictured labels can be found in the original colors on the Internet on my page www.rcc78.de
There are always some plates to find at fixed prices.
I hope that interesting plates will be included as exchange material and I am happy about all offers / bids.
With best collector greetings from the Vogelsberg in the middle of Germany

Michael Ladwig
P.S. All Collectors who are taking part of the list, will get a list with the unsold records for a good fixed price after the auction
. This Time I will send this list by email as a pdf-File. That’s more practical and easier.
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